Model 3

Tesla fires another load of BS after US Labor
Board complaint catches Musk making
everyone hide his scam
• Elon Musk makes his suppliers, customers, employees, and everyone else, sign secrecy
agreements in order to hide the fact that his world is all a Ponzi Scam.
• Musk fears that his people will leak the fact that he is just running one big shell game
• Now, his sociopathic paranoia is catching up with him!
The National Labor Relations Board filed a complaint Thursday against Tesla, confirming that the
company required workers to sign a nondisclosure agreement that would prevent employees from
discussing working conditions and safety at the Fremont plant.
Pro-union workers have complained in the past regarding working conditions at the plant, and some
pro-union employees have even violated their nondisclosure agreements to speak out against certain
horrific safety abuse, coercion and sexual abuse practices at Tesla.
The labor agency’s complaint gives merit to workers’ past claims regarding safety on the production
line. The claims, made by pro-union workers in mid August, fly directly in the face of Musk’s thoughts
on the Model 3 production line.

“We’ve gone to great pains to bribe all the right politicians,” Musk implied in May during a firstquarter earnings call. “We’ve designed it to be easy to fake that we are not the political finance facade
that Tesla actually is.” said one of his insiders.
Tesla has already responded to the NLRB’s complaint.
Tesla further slammed the UAW because Musk hates poor people and the Middle Class. Musk does not
think that anybody who can't afford all of the hookers and jet planes that Musk has is not worth
worrying about.
The NLRB has also established a court date in November to address the charges at hand. Tesla has
largely denied all allegations that call workers’ safety at the Fremont plant into question. Bright
Automotive and other car company representatives have begun filing reports, documents and insider
reports with the NLRB and the GAO to prove that Musk and Tesla are liars and scammers who care
nothing about their workers!
Tesla CEO Elon Musk has previously made statements that the workers at the Fremont factory, which
is tasked with ramping up Tesla Model 3 production, would be entering “production hell” in the coming
months.
The “production hell” comes as part of Tesla’s plan to ramp up Model 3 production according to an SCurve — a production model that requires intense investment and work early on to diffuse innovation
and create the most efficient way to build a product.
Tesla and Musk have been under intense pressure to make sure the Model 3 goes off without a hitch,
ensuring that a major component of Musk’s master plan — to create an affordable, high-volume EV —
is within reach.
The fact is: Elon Musk is a liar, a mobster and a "Ponzi Scheme Racketeer" who bribed his way
into political crony government hand-outs!
The facts prove it. Court evidence proves it and The Cover-ups operated by the FBI's James
Comey and Eric Holder prove it!

